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Greet the day with meticulous 

organization, beautiful surfaces and 

design that makes you feel good. 

Let Decorá ease your way with the 

very best in furniture for the bath, 

featuring products available in every 

style and finish, mixable to your 

heart's desire. We leave it up to 

you to choose a thoroughly modern 

motif or select a stately traditional 

style. Whatever your choice, choose 

what makes you happy, we invite 

you to choose Decorá!
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water color  10

Visualizing a space and conjuring up a style are two very different skill sets. To help trigger 

your imagination and simplify the process, we created a basic floor plan in which a variety of 

on-trend architectural elements and fixtures are placed in the exact same arrangement. Picture 

yourself standing in each of five distinct design motifs. You’ll find looks that range from 

minimalist and fun to ones that evoke Old Hollywood glamour. The very best part? Decorá 

allows diversity of design, no matter what your style! 

one room           multiple personalities
experiment with style

extra special  6 enunciated elegance  14
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Glass Shower

Closet

A blank canvas lets you imagine many looks. With plenty of 

room to live well, this 12 x 15 master suite begs you to think 

about trends you want to incorporate, colors that you love and 

most of all, how the space will work best for you.

FIND MORE STYLE IDEAS ONLINE

decoracabinets.com



prescott
beaded inset : maple : sherwin-williams color : extra white
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01 BATH DRAWER SINK BASE AND  
BATH MIRROR WITH PULLOUT

Everything you’ve wished for and more for a vanity. Enjoy furniture inspired 

drawer storage, and platform styling fitted for a variety of beautiful feet.  

For the perfect finishing touch, choose a mirror that is more than meets the 

eye with hidden storage at the ready.

02 BATH TANK TOPPER

Good looks and pure function. Crisp lines and attention to detail give this 

little number a two-fold attitude. 

03 BATH DRAWER SINK VANITY AND  
BATH DRAWER SINK VANITY PLATFORM

Using bath components in unexpected ways gives new opportunities for 

storage and purpose. Additional design elements personalize any space.

04 BATH STORAGE TOWER SINGLE DRAWER

Alone or side by side, we’re sure you’ll find plenty of places throughout  

your home for these furniture-grade beauties! 

extra special
 luxury spa experience
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Make everyday extra-

special. Say ahhhh to your 

own personal spa filled 

with today’s top trends. 

Resort-like luxury is at the 

top of the list with marble 

tiles leading the way. Extra 

White paint accentuates 

the clean feeling, a 

beautiful outcome with 

our Sherwin-Williams® 

partnership, perfect for 

furniture-inspired cabinetry 

in the bath.
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03 04



marquis
maple : sherwin-williams color : lagoon
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01 BATH FLOATING SHELF

Long and lean with strong horizontal influence. Floating Shelves are the 

perfect way to display, for any room you choose!

02 BATH CHANNEL WALL MIRROR

Take a new view! Matching top and bottom painted bars reflect a 

preference for contemporary lines and lively coloration.

03 WALL HUNG SINK CONSOLE

Top-trending styles include wall mount vanities. With a unique  

drawer configuration to clear typical plumbing, Decorá pairs panache 

with smart storage!

water color 
salt-air breeze
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Sherwin-Williams 

color combined with a 

thoroughly modern, wall-

mounted vanity collection 

from Decorá creates a look 

as refreshingly clean and 

simple as a salt-air breeze. 

Forget cold and clinical, 

Decorá makes a conscious 

decision to change your 

view to a new perspective.

01 02

03



treyburn
cherry : mink espresso
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01 BATH SINK WALL TOWER, BATH TWO DRAWER SINK 
BASE, BATH DRAWER SINK VANITY PLATFORM, AND  
BATH FRAMED WALL MIRROR

Everything you need to complete the look of your dreams. Perfectly 

coordinated furniture-scaled towers, details that turn vanities into 

beautiful home furnishings, and as a finishing touch—no need to search 

for an exact-match mirror!

02 BATH TANK TOPPER OPEN SHELF

Take complete coordination one step further with a bit more storage 

perfect for smaller items, plus a bonus towel bar available in two  

finish options.

03 BATH STORAGE TOWERS
Point taken. Ideal for any type of storage, the smaller height of Decorá’s 

storage tower can really work the room. Any room. Choose solid doors, or 

glass inserts to illustrate your point.

enunciated elegance
articulate your style
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To the point, without 

any fuss. Just because 

you like orderly spaces, 

doesn’t mean it needs to 

be without personality! 

Unfettered lines in door 

design and just-right 

storage capabilities are all 

wrapped up in fabulous 

Decorá finishes that afford 

the discerning good looks 

you require.

01 02
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modesto
maple : cobblestone
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01 BATH SINK BASE CABINET WITH SHELF
Stellar style steps front and center with an open shelf approach.  

The operable drawer offers smart storage that is a work-around for  

typical plumbing scenarios.

02 GLASS DOORS
Add dramatic flair with glass doors to highlight essentials or necessities.

03 FOOT METAL LEG
Metal feet are award-winning as a great supporting cast, panache and 

flair with every design.

04 BATH STORAGE TOWERS
Encore performance. Bath storage towers are perfect for virtually 

any room and every space. The metal foot option deserves a  

standing ovation.

dramatic gesture
old hollywood glam
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Keeping a monochromatic 

color scheme claims high 

drama and sophistication 

for a glamorous setting. 

Urbane elements perfect 

a presentation that begs 

a second look. Making 

a glamorous statement 

couldn’t be easier. 01 03

04

02



harmony
non-beaded inset :  quartersawn oak : bombay 

maple : sweet pea
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01 BATH BASE CABINET, BATH SINK BASE CABINET, 
AND BATH DRAWER SINK VANITY PLATFORM

We bet you’ll never look at bath cabinetry the same again. With lovely 

pieces that quietly command the room, long on storage and high on 

style, Decorá has raised the bar for beautiful bathrooms.

02 BATH BASE CABINETS WITH DESK VANITY DRAWER
Creating the space you crave is easy with cabinet configurations that 

support your vision. You’ll enjoy the flexibility of our products, we make it 

easy to have the room of your dreams.

craftsman chic
simplistic by nature
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Taking notes from furniture 

history with honest design 

and beautiful simplicity, 

where function reigns 

front and center. Ease 

into the day with a sense 

of calm and timeless 

sense of sophistication. 

Creating the perfect place 

to reflect and beautify is 

easy with furniture-grade 

components from Decorá.

02

01



davenport
maple angora
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marquis
cherry : teaberry
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01/02 BATH WALL HUNG SINK PULL OUT
More is more. More function in every square inch. Drawers that clear 

plumbing, doors that pull out and keep often used items safe and in 

check. Open the cabinets, you’ll love what you see.

03/04 BATH MIRROR WITH PULL OUT
Who knew there was a hidden agenda? At first glance you see a simple 

mirror that exactly matches the cabinetry and then voilà—pull out the 

sides for storage. Who couldn’t use that?

 

inner beauty
more than skin deep
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We know that your 

morning rush is just 

that—rush hour! Decorá 

aims to make your life 

easier with thoughtful 

interior organization and 

utilization of every inch 

of precious space. Allow 

us to start the day with 

your best foot forward for 

a feel-good feeling inside 

and out!  

inner beauty

01 04

03

02



toulan
maple : sherwin-williams color : sensible hue
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Can one ever have enough closet space? Consider mixing tall cabinetry 

in your design for built-in convenience and a beautiful appearance. We 

make sure the inside works as hard as the exterior with customizable 

options like adjustable roll trays and shelving. Leave it to Decorá to think 

of everything.

01 BATH STORAGE TOWER DOUBLE DRAWER
A thing of beauty. Two very functional drawers topped with a cabinet 

oozing personality. What a perfect way to command attention within a 

room, or divide and conquer a spatial configuration. No matter what the 

purpose, this is much more than a cabinet, this has star power.

02/03 BATH HAMPER SINK BASE
Double duty, double the fun. Combining a sink cabinet (that has a very 

functional drawer, mind you) with a pullout hamper is the ultimate in 

convenience. How nice to have an all-in-one unit taking care of 

business. Day in and day out.

 

relaxing respite
breathe deep



At the end of the day, 

all anyone wants is a 

lasting sense of peace. 

Knowing that you are 

home and surrounded by 

what you love goes a long 

way. Decorá smoothes 

your path and thinks 

of the little things, like 

mixable options, beautiful 

moulding solutions and 

calming color selections 

making life just a little bit 

easier after a hard day. Take 

a deep breath and enjoy.

03
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relaxing respite



Beautiful details and 
finishing touches. Decorá 
knows that your room 
needs to be a warm 
reflection of you. So we 
make it easy to create 
just the look you love, 
with perfect pieces to tell 
your story.

1.  Enkeboll® Metro 
Moulding

2.  Olde World Bracket 
with moulding

3.  Arts and Crafts Leg 
 Coming soon. 

4.  Round Metal Foot
5.  Wainscot Panels
6.  Square Metal Foot

more to love
your heart's desire
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